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Daniel 5 :12 Forasmuch as an excellent spirit , and knowledge , and

understanding , interpreting of dreams , and shewing of hard sentences ,

and dissolving of doubts , were found in the same Daniel .

 

Daniel 6 :3 Then this Daniel was preferred above the presidents and

princes , because an excellent spirit was in him ; and the king thought to

set him over the whole realm .
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BREAKDOWN
EXCELLENCE SETS PERFORMANCE
We should have a spirit of excellence in whatever stage we find

ourselves in life (Ecclesiastes 9 :10). People only care about what you say

if your actions back it up . You should perform at a higher level in life

than those around you in order to set a testimony for the glory of God .

We should give our utmost for His highest . In a world of mediocrity , as

a child of God you should shoot for a higher performance . Your

performance controls production .

 

ATTITUDE
Your production is the reason for your promotion . This concept works

inside and outside of church . YOU DO NOT KNOW WHO IS WATCHING .

The minute you get an excellent spirit you will outshine everyone

around you on the job who is just slumping around all day . If you want

a promotion on the job then have an excellent resume , an excellent

record , and an excellent performance . If you claim to be a Christian

remember that you are leaving a testimony for Christ in everything you

do .

 

ATTENTION
Have you ever heard the saying that it is all in the detail? Where is your

attention? Where you have placed you attention will be where your heart

will be found . Too many people live for the next moment and forget to live

in the now . Appreciate the gift of the present (today).

 

ASSOCIATION
Your relationship . I am referring to one in particular . Your relationship with

Jesus Christ will determine how you treat Him and others in church . It ’s all

about a relationship with Him .


